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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.3 

 

General 

 ÖBRN-9AQC2P - When reporting the intrastat by file, the exact weight of the part will be displayed. But if 
you report intrastat by using the paper form, the weight will be rounded to whole kg. This applies to the 
Intrastat Import and Intrastat Export procedures. 

 SSTG-9B8BAW - If you registered several rows with the same Part on an Order, the rest quantity on the 
Text row was based on the initial quantity on every row. Now the rest quantity is based on the previously 
registered row. This error occurred when you registered Purchase orders and Customer orders for Blanket 
orders. 

 JLIN-9C3CGF - Blanket order – Purchase: Warnings were not displayed for exceeded Quantity when you 
created Purchase orders from other procedures. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-9BWCPL - The text number remained when you deleted a drawing in the Update File / Text 
procedure. 

 MARN-9CP9HW - A program error occurred in the Operation Reporting procedure if you had material 
with No Stock update linked to the operation, and the Setting "Block for stock rep. that generates a neg. 
bal, also at location level?" activated. 

 SSTG-9CPJ5N - If the Setting " Linked requirement/supply planning for P-part (Lot-for-lot)" on the 
Inventory tab in the Settings procedure was activated, all linked Purchase orders were always updated 
when you replanned Manufacturing orders in the Register Manufacturing Order procedure. Now the 
linked Purchase orders only will be updated when the checkbox Purchase order is marked in the Register 
Manufacturing Order procedure. 

 JLIN-9CWJ36 - It wasn’t possible to enter default value on Save clearance upon printing in the Pick List 
Manufacturing procedure. 

 KJAN-9CXMWL - An error message was displayed when the Subcontract documents was previewed in the 
Print Manufacturing Order procedure. This error occurred when the Reference of the Work center on the 
order contained more than 8 characters. 

Purchase 

 LAHM-8MJH28 - An incorrect price difference (PD) was sometimes displayed in the Supplier Invoice Log 
procedure if you had selected Supplier price as price alternative to compare. This could occur if the 
purchase was in foreign currency. 

 LREM-8ZEBXX - A file format is modified to send 50 characters for Supplier name in payment files from the 
Electronic Notification LB / FB procedure. This modification applies to systems used in Lithuania. 

 KFTM-9BU9NK - If you registered a Credit invoice and copied the coding from the Debit invoice in the 

Register Supplier Invoice procedure, it wasn’t possible to change the VAT coding. 

 MARN-9C2G9B - Default values didn’t work properly in the Orders Needing Approval procedure. 

 LREM-9CLG3D - Deleting of supplier invoice in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure could result in no 
coding for the deletion. This could occur if you final coded an invoice, opened the Consecutive no again and 
entered a new Supplier code. Then you answered no on the question if you would like to save. If you then 
placed the cursor in the Consecutive no field and deleted the invoice, then no coding was created. 

 SHYS-9CPHK7 - An adjustment is made for International payments with payment method LBI in Lithuania. 
Posts regarding Bank charge in the file will now contain Bank account and Currency code. 
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 SSÖG-9CQHF9 - It took too long time to save during import in the Dispatch Advice / EDI Import 
procedure, even if it was a simple advice. 

 ÖBRN-9CS9JX - An incorrect message "Failed to save. Invoice has no coding rows." could for instance be 
displayed when you Preliminary linked an invoice or changed due date in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure. 

 KFTM-9D6A33 - If you made a printout of a Payment suggestion with the payment method LBI/FBI, an 

extra empty page was printed. 

Sales 

 BSAN-95SLHL - The Customer Order Info procedure displayed incorrect CR % in the bottom of the Rows 
tab if the order was in foreign currency. 

 JLIN-978KJ6 - The Quote List and Order List – Sales procedure didn’t display CM and CR correctly if 
Setup price rows were used. 

 LREM-9B8GTQ - If you Partly matched a payment in the Payment Matching procedure, you could get 
incorrect information about it’s not OK. 

 FOHN-9BPL4J - When using EDI orders, reference number or Customers order number is displayed on 
every row. The Reference no or Customers order no will now be displayed in the Delivery log in the Import 
EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 The supplement Import Kanban imports orders with Kanban number on order rows. The Kanban number 
will now be displayed in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. (If adaptation 50 is used.)  

 JLIN-9C2F8X - The Standard price will be displayed in the Register Blanket Order – Sales procedure 
which allows the CM and CR to be displayed on the rows and for the entire Blanket order. 

 SSTG-9CADEZ - Fictitious Parts were not delivery reported when you made delivery reportings from the 
Delivery List procedure. 

 LAHM-9CJ9P7 - If you used Crystal Reports forms and sent an EDI invoice by e-mail, the header became 
incorrect, the footer was missing and two extra empty pages were printed. 

 FOHN-9CKGHJ - It wasn’t possible to move from one field to another in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure by using Alt + Letter, such as Alt+P or Alt+S. 

 ÖBRN-9CL9R7 - News: If you use factoring to Handelsbanken, there is a new EDI format you can select. 
The new format is 230 - 230 - Factoring to Handelsbanken (FLI). FLI is used for Handelsbanken’s invoice 
services such as reminders and collections. 

 FOHN-9CLBN7 - The Transport label (printed on Zebra printer in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure) for PostNord Logistics services missed the Zip code in the Bar code if no Country code was 
entered before the Zip code on the Receiving address. 

 SSÖG-9CQ9UB - During import of delivery schedules with frozen time in the Import EDI Delivery 
Schedules procedure, the first row wasn’t saved if it was a 0 call, even if the order row is being picked and 
had got a Delivery note no. 

 SSÖG-9CWJVE - When importing delivery schedules containing a so called 0-plan (within frozen time) in 
the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, the plan did not become zeroed even though it should 

have become saved and everything beyond frozen time should have been zeroed. 

 FOHN-9CXKNU - News: Now it’s possible to print PostNord Logistics shipping documents in the Print 
Shipping Documents procedure. But you also need to advice PostNords Logistics services by Pacsoft, 
Unifaun or Apport.net. 

 FOHN-9CYDB8 - PostNord Logistics services no longer requires Combiterms. 

 FOHN-9CYNA5 - When you sent Advice to shipping agent by Apport.net for PostNord Logistics service 
Mypack from the Print Shipping Documents procedure, product code 25 was exported. The correct 
exported product code shall be 19. 
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 FOHN-9D7C6X - During printout of EDI invoices with a total of 0, no EDI file was exported from the Print 
EDI Invoices procedure. 

 FOHN-9DDBX6 - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV version 131108. 

Inventory 

 LÅPN-86JAJF - It was only possible to display WH1 or All WH in the list type Only total based on Historical 
in the Inventory Value List procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Warehouse Management. 

 SSTG-8UAAUZ - Nonconformities with dates outside the Arrival reporting/Delivery reporting dates will now 
be displayed in the Total lists in the Delivery Performance from Supplier and Delivery Performance 
to Customer procedures. 

 JLIN-9BUGYP - FIFO calculated on Historical date in the Inventory Value List procedure loaded the Price 
and Balance on the purchases from different dates/time. 

 MARN-9D2EXP - An error message could be displayed in the Flow Analysis and the Rescheduling 
Analysis procedures if you had a manufacturing order linked to a Nonconformity with a non-numerical 
Nonconformity number. 

Workshop Info 

 MARN-9CCBZM - If the Setting "Check if balance is negative during reporting?" was activated, reject 
reportings in the Recording Terminal procedure didn’t work unless the Material tab was activated for the 
Employee. 

 JLIN-9CTK2R - The Recording Terminal procedure shut down with a program error if you entered 
Location before you entered Approved quantity when you finished an operation. 

 JLIN-9CYEFQ - It is possible to have many works at standby at the same time, which is news in version 
7.5. Standby work for machine recording didn’t work properly. 

 JLIN-9CZKB9 - If an operation had 0 rest quantity and an employee had the operation resting, it wasn’t 

possible to start the operation again in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

Accounting 

 LREM-9BUJDK - Change of chart of accounts in the Rename Account procedure didn’t work properly if 
you tried to rename all years and the first year happened to be a periodic statement. 

 ÖBRN-9CHD6S - News: A new tab Business Intelligence with the new field Heading Business Intelligence 
(BI) is added in the Chart of Accounts procedure. This field is used to compile the accounting reports for 
several companies in MONITOR Business Intelligence (BI).  

General Settings 

 JELA-9D2JL4 - Calculating fields was in the tab order even if the fields should be invisible in the 
Administer Properties procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-9BUHQE - In the Authorize Supplier Invoice procedure it was impossible to use the info menu to 
link to the Part Info procedure with the Part marked on the order row loaded. 


